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INTRODUCTION 
IN 1974 [ll] Paul Schweitzer published his celebrated C’ counterexample to the Seifert 
conjecture which asserted; 
Every vector field on the three sphere S3 has 
either a zero or a closed integral curve. 
His construction has two main steps. In the first he embeds the C’ Denjoy vector field [2] 
in a smooth, thickened, punctured torus r, in S3. The way 7’, is embedded in S3 is called a 
clerical collar. (See Fig. 1.) The vector field on TO is vertical at JT, and lets it be used as a 
periodic orbit annihilator or flow plug in the manner of Fuller [3] and Wilson [ 151. This is 
Schweitzer’s econd step. 
Denjoy’s vector field on the two-torus cannot be made C’, so Schweitzer’s example left 
open the possibility that the Seifert Conjecture is true for c’ vector fields on S3 with rk2. 
Estimates relating dimension and differentiability in [4] led the author to the simple idea of 
smoothing the Denjoy vector field by sacrificing the smoothness of the torus. Indeed, the 
more smooth the vector field, the worse the toral structure. The Hausdorff dimension of the 
torus equals the degree of differentiability of the vector field; so r = 3 is a natural limit to these 
methods. cf [S] and [8]. 
Let S” = {x~R”+i: )I x )I = 1 }, the n-sphere. 
The construction begins with a Denjoy diffeomorphism 
D:S’+S’. 
Dynamically, D has no periodic points and has an exceptional orbit. (An exceptional orbit is 
one that is dense in a Cantor set.) We embed D in a diffeomorphism of S2 
The north pole N is repelling, the south pole S is attracting. One orbit is asymptotic to 
both N and S. Apart from that, the dynamics offis like that of D: there are no periodic points 
in S2\(NuS) and there is an exceptional orbit. 
The last step is to “Schweitzer-suspend” f to obtain a tangent vector field on S3 
X:S3 + R4 
which has no zeros and no closed integral curves. It is as smooth as the diffeomorphism1: 
Such vector fields X exist of class C 3-E for arbitrary E > 0. In this paper we construct X 
with 1 --E small, sacrificing sharpness for simplicity of the estimates. 
TOP 27:3-A 
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THEOREM A. Suppose there exists a c’ orientation preserving diffeomorphism f: S2 +S2 
with no other periodic points than the$xed repelling north pole N and thejixed attracting south 
pole S. Suppose there exist one orbit asymptotic to both N and S and one orbit that is not. Then 
there exists a c’ vectorjeld on S3 which has no zeros and no closed integral curves. 
Theorem A describes a dynamic component $ S2 -+S2 more fundamental than a Seifert 
counterexample. Since it is a diffeomorphism in dimension two rather than a vector field in 
dimension three, it is more amenable for study. 
Identify S’ with R’\Z’ E [0, 1). Denote the annulus S’ x [- 1, + l] by A and its 
boundary components S’ x { + 1) by d+A and S’ x { - I} by d-A. 
Let Id be the identity transformation, Id(x) = x. 
Proof of Theorem A. The existence off: S2 +S2 of Theorem A is equivalent o the existence 
of a c’ orientation preserving diffeomorphismf,: A+ A such that; 
(i) fi lint (A) has no periodic points; 
(ii) Thereexists6~OsuchthatifBC={(x,t):1-6~t~1)andB~={(x,t):-1~t~-1 
+6}and(x,t)~B+uf;‘(B-)then fl(x,t)=(x,t’)wheret’<t;f,ldA=Id;and 
B+nB-=@. 
(iii) There exists a point qc:A whose orbit is bounded away from dA. 
(iv) There exists a point PDF, such that fl(p)EK ‘(B-). 
Since fi is orientation preserving, it is isotopic tofo = Id by a C’ isotopyf;. (See [ 131.) By 
(ii) we may assume that the isotopy decreases t-levels in B + uf- l( B- ), i.e.,1; (x, t ) = (x, t’ ) 
where t’ <t and f,laA = Id. For s near 0, let f, = Id and for s near 1, let f, =t 
Let A x S’ have coordinates (x, t, s) where (x, t)EA and SE[O, 1). 
The isotopy defines a suspension flow F,: A x S’ +A x S’ by 
F,(x, t, 4 = (f, + u OK ‘(x, t), s + 4. 
The flow conditions F,+,= F, 0 F, and F, = Id are easily verified. By the chain rule, F, is 
clearly C’away from the slice A x {O}. Since the isotopy is constant nears = 0 or s = 1, the flow 
is trivial in a neighborhood of A x (0): F,(x, t, s) = (x, t, s + u). Thus F, is C’ on A x S’. 
If K c A, define the suspension of K to be {F&K x (0)): Olul l}. 
Let B denote the suspension of B+ uf- ‘(B-). Then the suspension qof the entire orbit of 
q is disjoint from B. Otherwise the orbit of q meets 8A, contradicting (iii). The suspension c of p 
is a C’ graph - it passes through each s-slice only once. It is disjoint from B since 
p$B+ uj; l(E). 
Let F’ denote the C’- ’ tangent vector field of the flow F,. It follows from (i) that F’ has no 
closed integral curves on int(A x S’). It has no zeros since it is a suspension. 
Let T be the thickened torus S’ x [ - 2,2] x S’ with coordinates (x, t, s). It contains A x S’ 
in its interior. Let N be the vector field a/at defined on T. 
Choose a smooth, real-valued function $ which is 1 on (A x S’)\B, 0 on T\(A x S’) and 
O-=4<: 1 on B. Let 
Y=$F’+(l-$) N. 
Y has no zeros and has no closed integral curves: On T\(A x S’), where II/ =O, we have 
Y= N = a/at. On B, we have 0 < $ < 1 and both F’ and N are t-level reducing. Since N strictly 
reduces t-levels, Y is strictly t-level reducing on (T\ A x S’) u B. The dynamics on (A x S’)\B 
is identical to that of F’. Therefore there are no zeros and no closed integral curves. 
Since $!(A x S’)\B= 1 and q and c are disjoint from B, they are contained in maximal 
integral curves q’ and c’ of Y. But 9 = 9’ since q is already maximal. The curve r’ enters on the 
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outer boundary of Tat a point p’ and exits on the inner boundary of Tat q’. Let us verify that 
[’ is unknotted: The “ends” of [‘, that is, the two components of [‘\{_ may be continuously 
isotoped to become vertical without disturbing [. Since [ is a graph, the new curve may be 
isotoped to become a graph disjoint from the s = 0 slice of T. These isotopies may be realized 
by an ambient isotopy of T. Therefore c’ is unknotted. 
There exists a small disk D c 8T containing p’ such that U = {integral curves of Y meeting 
D} is a C’ tubular neighborhood of c. Then Y is tangent to aU. Let TO= T\U. Since i’ is 
unknotted there exists a C’ diffeomorphism h of R3 such that h(T,) is the Schweitzer clerical 
collar (see Fig. 1). 
The non-zero vector field 
Z=hYh-‘, 
on h( To) satisfies the necessary properties to make a flow plug. (See [9]). That is, in R3 
coordinates (x, y,z), Z= -a/dz in a neighborhood of ah(T,), there are no closed integral 
curves in h( T,,), and there is one integral curve h(q) contained entirely in h( TO). Extend with 2’ 
which has the “mirror image property” with respect o Z. (See [15], [l l] or Fig. 1.) Assume 
that the domain of Z u Z’ is contained in the unit cube C in R3. Use - a/dz to extend 2 u Z’ to 
a non-zero vector field P defined on all of C. Then at least one integral curve of P enters the 
top face of C and never exits. Otherwise, the entering integral curves would completely foliate 
C, contradicting the existence of h(q). By the mirror image property, if any integral curve 
enters C also exits, it does so directly below where it entered. Therefore P has no closed 
integral curves. Choose a C” non-zero vector field on S3 with only finitely many closed 
integral curves. For each of these curves choose a flow box meeting it. They may be chosen to 
be disjoint. Replace the vector field in each how box by a copy of P so that the previously 
closed integral curve enters it and never exits. No new closed integral curves are introduced. 
The resulting vector field V on S3 has no zeros and no closed integral curves. Its flow G, is of 
class C’. 
According to Hart [lo] there exists a C’ diffeomorphism of S3 conjugating G, to a flow 
which is generated by a C’vector field X. Since X is conjugate to Vit also has no zeros and no 
closed integral curves. 
Q.E.D. 
Fig. 1 
The object of this paper, then, is to prove 
THEOREM B. For (1 --a) sujticiently small there exists a C3-” d@omorphism JA+A 
satisfying (iHiu). 
Hence 
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COROLLARY. For (1 -E) suficiently small there exists a C3-’ counterexample to the Seifert 
conjecture. 
The Denjoy fractal diffeomorphism g of [S] satisfies (iii) - it has a minimal Cantor set in 
int(A). It can be easily modified to satisfy all but (i)-lack of periodicity. 
In 91-5, we describe a method for perturbing g to destroy periodicity. It is not necessary to 
know the exact definition of g nor the estimates in [S]. 
We define a general class 4 of diffeomorphisms of the annulus which satisfy simple 
properties ufficient o allow a non-periodic perturbation. All we need know from [S] is that 
this class 4 is non-empty. 
A diffeomorphism from 4 has an invariant Jordan curve Q which itself lies in a class ;’ of 
Jordan curves described in $1. A Lipschitz graph is in 7; any curve in y is a quasi-circle. We use 
the geometric properties of y-circles to perturb away periodic points in A. 
Conjecture. Supposefi S2 -+S2 a C3 diffeomorphism which repels N, attracts S and has no 
other periodic points. If one orbit is asymptotic to both N and S thenfis equivalent o the 
standard “north pole, south pole” diffeomorphism. 
If there is a counterexample$ S2 -+S2 thenfsatisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A and 
thus the Seifert conjecture is false. 
It is dual to the Birkhoff conjecture: 
Supposefi S2+S2 is an area-preserving diffeomorphism and has no other periodic points 
than the fixed poles. Then f is equivalent o a rigid rotation. 
NOTATION. The projections 
IQ: R2 + R’ 
for i = 1,2 and defined by x i( xl, x2) = xi. The usual metric on R2 is denoted by d(x, y) = ()x - y (1 
and for x0 l R2 and K c R2 define 
d(x,, K)=inf(d(x,,y): YE K) 
and 
(KI=sup{d(x,y):x,y&}. 
D(X,E) = (yER2:d(x,y) I E}. 
For u E( R’\ { 0)) x R’ the slope of v is defined by 
44 = n2(4/n 1(o). 
Define the infinite strip U by 
U=R’x(O,l) 
and the components of the boundary: 
~~~=~‘X~i},d~~=~‘X{~},~~=~~Uu~~~. 
Let Z act on U by translation: 
U xZ-+U:((x1,x2),n)+(x,+n,x2) 
so that the quotient space U \ Z is an annulus. 
We shall not distinguish between U and U \Z nor between any subset of U and its 
projection in U \ Z. All functions on U are assumed to be Z-invariant and are identified with 
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the corresponding functions defined on U \ Z and all maps from U to U are assumed to be 
Z-equivariant and are identified with the corresponding maps from U \ Z to U \ Z. 
If Q is a Jordan curve with winding number one in the open annulus, then U + = U ‘(Q) 
(resp. U - = U - (Q)) is the component of the complement of Q in U containing a+ U (resp. 
a- U) in its closure. Thus 
LJ=U+uQuU-. 
IfKcUlet K+=KnU+ and K-=KnU-. 
$1. DIAMOND CIRCLES 
A diagonal is an open line segment A c U of slope f 1: 
A(p,q)={(l -s)p+sq: O<s< l} 
where lo( p - q)( = 1 and p, qE U; the points p and q are called the endpoints of A. 
Fix /k(O, 1). A fi-diamond is a closed subset of U with non-empty interior of the form 
Tp~x,y+Eu:~~~~~~ 1 
where x and y are distinct. The points x and y are called the endpoints of the diamond. The 
condition that T&x,y) have non-empty interior is equivalent o the inequalities 
nr(x)< XI(Y) 
and 
144, - x)1 < 8. 
Note that (since 0 < /_? < 1) the diameter of a diamond is the distance between its endpoints: 
I T,(x, YI = d(.u, Y). 
A B-diamond chain is a set N = N, c U of the form 
N= T&,,~o)uA(~,,x,)u T&.u,,Y~)u .~A(Y,- ,r~,,,)u ~&,Y,,,) 
where each Ta(xj, yj) (forj = 0, 1, . . . , m) is a P-diamond (and so has non-empty interior) and 
each A(yj, Xi+ r) is a diagonal sloping backwards: 
Irl(xj+l)>nL(Yj) 
(forj = 0, . . . , m - 1). The points x0, Y,, x1, Y,, . . . , y, - 1, x,, y, are called the endpoints 
of the b-diamond chain N. 
We denote by 
E(N) = { T&o, yoh T&1, Y 11, . . , ~&,,,, ym,,} 
UN) ={~Yo,x,),~Y,,x,), . . . 9 A(~,,,-~r~rn)}. 
A constituent of a diamond chain N is either a diamond or a diagonal of N; thus 
E(N) u r( N) is the set of constituents of N. We call N simple iff no two constituents of N 
intersect. 
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Fig. 2. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume N is a diamond chain satisfying 
IAl <I TIP 
for AE I-( N) and TE E( N ). Then N is simple. 
Proof: The inequalities imply 
fork=l,. . . , m which imply rrr(y, _ r) < xl(xk + r). This says that the maximum value of rrI on 
A&_. r, xt) is less than the minimum value of x1 on A(y,, xk+ 1 ) so that no two constituents of 
the chain can intersect if they are separated by a diamond. Since it is clear that no two 
adjacent constituents and no two diamonds which are separated by a single diagonal can 
intersect, it follows that N is simple. 
Q.E.D. 
We call N closed iff 
TB(x,, Y,) = T&x,, ~0) + (1 t 0) 
i.e. iff x,=x,+(1,0) and y,=y,+(l,O). 
A b-diamond chain N’ is a refinement of a p-diamond chain N iff N’ c N, r(N) c r( N’) and 
l41PlW 
forAEr( N’)\T(N) and TEZ( N’). It follows from the preceding remarks that if N is simple, and 
N’ refines N, then N’ is simple. 
Given a constant K > 1 and diamond chains N and N’, say that N’ is a refinement of N 
with uniformity K iff N’ is refinement of N and 
for all TEZ(N) and all T’EZ(N’). 
A /.&diamond structure with uniformity K is a sequence ( Nk: k = 1,2, . . . } of simple 
closed fl-diamond chains such that for each k, Nk + ’ refines Nk with uniformity K and 
lim sup (ITl:TEE(Nk)) =0 
A P-diamond circle with uniformity ti is a set Q of the form 
where ( Nk jk is a P-diamond structure with uniformity K. The set r c Q defined by 
1-= nu{ T:TEz(Nk)} 
k 
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is called the Cantor set of Q. By a diagonal of Q we mean a diagonal of one of the 
approximating diamond chains Nk; note that Q\F is precisely the disjoint union of the 
diagonals of Q. We denote the set of diagonals of Q by F(Q). 
NOTATION. Given T, = T&x, y) and p < y we may write T, for T,,(x, y) (without mentioning 
that T, and TY have the same endpoints). If Ni is a.fixed /I-diamond chain then N; is a y-diamond 
chain where E( N;) = { T,: T, EE( Ni)} and y( NF) = y( Ni). 
The next lemma follows easily from the definitions and induction. It says that every /?- 
diamond circle is a y-diamond circle for 0 < /? < y < 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Q = n Ni where {Ni}k is a P-diamond structure. Zf O<f_?< y< 1, then 
Q = n Nt and ( Nt}k is a y-diamond structure. 
Given a diagonal A = A(p, q) define sets R, and S, by 
IIYII += WI, 
R,=cl x + v: xeA, VER’, l/9 < lo(v)] < l/7, 
a(v)a(p - 4) > 0 
s, = cl I x + v: xeA, veR2, ldv)l = l/8, a(v)a(p - 4) > 0 
Thus S, is a parallelogram which is cut by A and R, is a “bow tie” containing S, and “pulled 
tight” by A. Finally, for each diamond circle Q we define S = u S, and R = u R, where the 
unions are over all diagonals A of Q. 
Fig. 3. 
We prove that the R, are pairwise disjoint. This will be a consequence of the next lemma 
which gives us a simple approximation of Q in a neighborhood of A. 
Let q > 0. For XER’, let 
C,(x) = {VCR’: Ia(v -XII Iv}, 
the cone of slope +_ 4 based at x. Define C;(x) to be the lower half of the cone [C,(x)y and 
C:(x) to be the upper half. 
If AE~(Q), let D, denote a disk centered at the midpoint of A. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let K > 1. There exists 0~ & < 1 with the following property: Suppose 
Q = n N’ is a P-diamond circle with untformity K and 0 < /I < &. Let T, EE( N’). Then there 
are disks {D,: AET(N~+‘), AC T,) such that; 
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(i) R,cD,,nT.a; 
(ii) The {D,} are disjoint; 
(iii) D, c TIiIo; 
(iv) D,nQ cAuCo(p)uCg(q), h w ere p and q are the endpoints of A; 
(v) Tdc u (T;,io: T$Z(N’+‘), Tbc T,}u(D,}. 
Proof: The chain Nk+’ restricts to a subchain in Tp. Its constituents alternate between 
diamonds ( Tf)@ (i = 0, . . . , n) and diagonals Ai (i = 1, . . . , n - 1). By uniformity, I( Ti)al > 
1 Tpl/n(i = 0, . , n). It follows that for fi sufficiently small, ( Ti),,lo meets both sides of 
TJ~. (It helps to think of /I as extremely small so that an Ni-diamond Tis virtually a straight 
line.) 
Then TJB is an alternating union of sets contained in ( Ti)l ,10 and sets Bi containing Ai 
as depicted in Fig. 4. 
In order to prove (v) we need Bi c Dbi (i = 1, . . . , n - 1). This is achieved by letting Li 
be the line segment in Bi in Fig. 4 and setting 1 D,, 1 = 21 Li I. 
To prove (i) first note that lRal < 5)A1, for all A. For R,, c DAi to hold we need IDAil > 5lAil 
or lLil> 5lAJ2. This is clearly true for /l sufficiently small since Ai c T, and Li meets both Ai 
and the boundary of TV9 That R, c TJS is easy since lRal -C 5lAI and A c T,. 
We estimate L=max{ILil} in terms of/l and show that for /? sufficiently small, L is so 
small that (ii), (iii) and (iv) are valid. It suffices to prove that 2L <min (I( T&J: 01 i I n}/lO. But 
L < 2fil Tsl; so if fi < 1/40~ then 2L < I( T:),.l/lO. 
Q.E.D. 
Fig. 4. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let K > 1. There exists 0 -C & < 1 /lO such that ifQ is a P-diamond circle 
with uniformity K and 0 < p < /IO, then the sets R&(ALEI( Q)) are pairwise disjoint. 
Proof Let /I0 c l/10 be as in the conclusion of(1.3). Let T,&(N’) and AeT(Nk+‘), A c T,. 
By (1.3) (i) R, c D,. Then by (1.3) (ii), the { R,:Aer(N ‘+ I), A c T,} are disjoint. By (1.3) (iii) it 
remains to show that (T,),,lo and (T,),,,, are disjoint for (T,),, (T&E(Nk). But this follows 
by (1.2): each chain N&i, is simple. 
Q.E.D. 
A Jordan curve Q is a quasi-circle if there exists a constant K > 1 such that if x, yeQ then 
one of the arcs connecting x with y is contained in a disk of radius Kd(x, y). In general, a path 
connected set B c R2 has a quasi-structure if there exist a constant K > 1 such that if x, yeB then 
there exists a path in B connecting x and y which is contained in a disk of radius Kd(x, y). 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let Q be a /?-diamond circle with uniformity K, 0 < /3 < l/100. Then Q u R 
has a quasi-structure depending on K. 
Proof Set K = 40 K. Let w E Q u R. If w E Q, define y, = w. Otherwise w E R, and define y,,, 
to be the shortest line segment connecting w and A. 
Letx,yE(QuR)n{[O,l)x(O,l)}.Theny,andy,canbeextendedtoapathyinQ 
with endpoints x and y. 
Let k be maximal with y c T&(Nk). (Let Z(NO) = CO, 1) x (0, l).) Hence x and y are not 
both in any single element of s(N k+ l). Suppose x and y are separated by T’&(Nk+‘). Since 
Tn N’+’ refines T it follows that ) T’J < 2d(x, y). By uniformity, 
1 Tj < KI T’j < 2ud(x, y) < Kd(x,y). 
Assume x and y are not separated by any element of 9(Nk+ ‘). The result is immediate if 
they are both in some R,. Otherwise x, say, must lie in an element T’ of Z(Nk+‘) and y meets a 
diagonal A which is attached to T’ at p. Let j be maximal so that p, XE T&(Nj). Then an 
element of Z( Nj+ 1 ) separates x and p. The preceding estimate applies, so ( TX 1 < 2ud (x, p). 
Now either PER, or y is contained in the element T” of 3(Nk+‘) which contains the other 
endpoint q of A. In either case d(x, p) < 2Od(x, y). If ye R, then d(y, p)c 20d(x, y). Note that 
y c T,uR, and 
IfyET”,letjbemaximalsothatq,yET,E~(Nj).ThenIT,J<2ud(y,q).Butd(y,q)< 
2d(y,p)<4d(x,y). Also lA1<2d(x,y). Thus )T,uAuT,I<2u(d(x,p)+~A~+d(y,q))< 
Kd(x, y). The result follows since y c TX u A u T,. 
Q.E.D. 
Graph-like properties of P-diamond circles 
Diamond circles are certainly not graphs, but we will see in Proposition 1.9 some 
properties they have in common with graphs. It uses the next three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let Q = AN’ be a P-diamond circle, O</?< 1, and TeZ(Nk). If 1 is an 
unbounded line in R2 with absolute slope > 1 which meets T then the points in Q n Tn 1 with 
maximal and minimal 7t2 coordinates lie in r. 
Proof Let xcQn Tnl have maximal x2 coordinate. Suppose that x#r. Then xEAEr(Q). 
Let j be maximal with A c T’EE(N’). Let T”eZ(Nj+‘) be attached to the endpoint of A with 
largest n,-coordinate. Since T’ n Nj+ ’ refines T’, IA) 5 /IIT”//2. It follows from geometry that 
1 meets int( T”). Since Q contains the endpoints of T”, Q n T” n I# 4. Any point in T”n 1 must 
have larger x2 coordinate than x. Hence x must lie in I. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let Q= n Nk be a b-diamond circle, O-C@< l/IO, and Tt+E(Nk). lf XET,,,, 
and w is a closest point to x in Q then WETS. 
Proof By(1.2) {N:_,},isa(l-E)-d’ iamond structure for /I c 1 -E. Hence N’i _c is simple 
for all O-=&c 1 and 
Qnint(T,) c TB. 
Let 1 be the vertical line crossing int(T& with one endpoint x and one endpoint in aT,. It 
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follows easily from the geometry that D(x, 111)~ T, for fi< l/10. Q contains the endpoints of 
TP. so 1 meets Q. Hence any closest point w of Q to x must he in D(x, 111). Then WET,. 
Q.E.D. 
Fig. 5. 
Let Q be a Jordan curve in U with winding number 1. Let x, ye Q and a(x, y) be an arc of 
Q with endpoints x and y. 7c1x < rt,y. If a(x, y) c TP(x, y) then c1 is a /I-diamond arc. Note 
that all arcs are P-diamond arcs iff Q is a Lipschitz graph with Lipschitz constant p. 
We next remark that Q is graph-like over its diamond arcs. 
LEMMA 1.8. Given 0 < n < cc there exists 0 < &, < 1 such that $0 c: p < /I,,, w, x, YEQ c R’, 
and ZER’ satisfy; 
(i) wNx, Y) = T&, Y); 
(ii) n,x1n,z1n,yandz4T~~(x,y); 
(iii) d(z, w) = d(z, c((x, y)); 
then la(z - w)l > n. 
This geometric property of Lipschitz graphs carries over to diamond circles as long as 
ZERO is not close to a diagonal A. 
Henceforth assume that if A(p, q)Er( Q) then n2(p) > 7c2( q). 
PROFYXITION 1.9. Graph-like property of Q. Let K > 1. There exists 0 < /II,, < l/100 with 
the following property: Suppose Q is a a-diamond circle, 0 < /I ( PO, with uniformity K. Let 
AEI-(Q), XEU\S and w a point of Q closest to x. Then WET and 
(i) ZfxeU+ then w~Cf,&x); ifx~U_\S then w~Cy,~(x). 
(ii) IfxERz and w#p, then wECg(q)nC$,(x)and )/x-p)/ >)A)/& 
ifx~Rh and w #q, then weCp(p)nC&(x) and IIx - 411 > IAI/2. 
(iii) IfxERL and w=pthen Ilx-plj <IAl; 
ifx~Rh and w=q then (Ix-q/I <(Al. 
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Proot Let q = 20 in (1.8). Fix PO to be the minimum of l/100 and the constraints of (1.3), 
(1.4) and (1.8). 
Assume Q= nl$ where PC/$,. Since /?< l/10 apply (1.2): Q=nN:,,,(k 2 1). Set NyiIo 
= [0, 1) x (0, 1). Thus if x~Ny,i,\Q then XE(N~),,~~\(N~+~)~,~~ for some k 20. In 
particular, xE T,,,, EZ(N:,,,). We study Qn T, c T, c T+vc T,,,, c T,. 
By (1.7) XET,,~~ implies WET@. 
Assumex4T,~By(l.8)wehavew~C~,(x)ifxEU’andw~C~,(x)ifx~U-.By(1.6),w~T. 
By (1.3) (i), x$R,; so (ii) and (iii) are not possible. Thus the result is valid if x$T,p 
Now assume XE T*Q. By (1.3) (v), as in Fig. 4, x~D, for some AET(N~+ ‘) in T,. (Since k is 
maximal, x is not in any NfT,b -diamond.) By (1.3) (i) and (iv) we know R, c D, and 
D, n Q c Au C,(p) u C&q), where p and q are the endpoints of A. Figure 6 illustrates this. 
Since x can lie only in D,\S,, the proposition follows for p < /I,, by (1.6), (1.8) and the 
definitions of S,. 
Q.E.D. 
Fig. 6. 
42. MAPPINGS OF DIAMOND CIRCLES 
If U c R” is open and j: U -+ R” is of class Cl+*, define 
/ifilk =suP { tI ok_04 II: xGU}, (We also write lljj for IlfII,.) 
ilfIIk,a=SUp liDkf(x)-Dk_fb) lI/tix-Ylla', Osk& o<a< 1. 
Definition 2.0. Let 8,: B+L:(R”, R”) for B c R”, k=O, 1, . . . , r. (Notation: 
0,: B+L,O(R”, R”) is a continuous mapping from B to R”.) For k=O, 1, . . . , r, define 
R,: B x B-L:(Rk, Rk) by 
&k Y) = e,(y) - 1 (y _ x)i ‘k ,;(‘) 
isr-k 1. 
and x,y~B. 
If there exists a constant C>O such that for x, ycB and 05 k or, 
then C is called a C’+” bound for (8,:Olk<r). 
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If U c R” is open, a function f: U -+ R” is of class C’+” if there exist 8,: U + 
L:(R”, R”) k = 0, . . . , I and a constant C > 0 such that 8, =f and C is a c’ + a bound for 
{B,IUnD(x, l),xEU}. We write O”f= 8,. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf U c R” is convex and open, f: U + R” is of class C’+” and 
II D2f(X) - D2f(Y) II < C II x - Y IV 
then C is a C’+” boundfor (I; Of, D’f}. 
We henceforth refer to C as a c’+” bound fort 
Proof: We apply the general formula for C’ maps g and x, YEU which is convex. 
* g(x)-g(y)=(x-y) 
s 
‘(Dg)(tx+(l -c)y)dt 
0 
Then ~~Df(x)-Df(y)-D2f(y)(x-y)~~ =
I 
’ 
lb-Yll 
)jD2f(tx+(1 _t)y)_~2f(y)), dt 
0 
ICllX-yll”. 
To estimate IIRo(x,y)ll/llx-yl12 apply * twice and get 
1 1 
f(x)-.fcv)-w(Y)(x-Y)= 
ss 
(D*f)(s(tx+(l -t)y)+(l -s)y)ds(t(x-y)*)dt. 
0 0 
Therefore II f(x) -f(Y) -N(Y) (x - Y) -@*f(Y) (x -Y)’ II 
Ilx-Yl/* 
= 
H 
’ ’ 11o*f(s(tx+(1-t)y)+(1 -s)y)-D*_f(y)IWdt 
0 0 
I+cllx-yll”. 
Q.E.D 
2.2 The Inverse Function Theorem with C*” estimates 
Let U c R” be an open set and V c U an open, convex set. Let f: U + R” be C * +’ and 
sup II Df(x) - Id \I= 6 < 1. Then f is an embedding of V and 
(9 Ilf- ’ II 1 5 & 
( > 
(ii) IIS-’ II21 j-& 
( > 
3 Ilfll2 
(iii) (I - ’ lr2, a = 3 (~~‘,,,l:+(~)“‘llIll*... 
Proofi f- ‘f= Id. Therefore [(Of- ‘) (fx)] [(Df) (x)] s Id; and 
(D*f-‘)(fx)(u>v)= -C~~f-1~~f~)lC~~2f~(x)lC(~f)(x)-’(u),(Df)(x)-’(v)l 
Also Ilfx-fy II = Il(W)(cx+(1 -t)y)dt(x-y)ll >min {llDf(z)ll} llx-yIIr(l-66) Ilx-yll 
and ~~~~-~YIIWII~ lb-~II=(1+4Ilx--yll. 
Let R= l/(1 -6) 
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(i) (Df-‘)(f3=U?f)(x)-’ 
(Id-(Id-(Df)(x)))_‘=Zd+(Zd-(Df)(x))+ . . . +(Zd-(W)(x))“+ . . . . 
so Ilf-‘ll, I1 +6+d2+ . . . =R. 
(ii) IIf-’ I12~IIf1111 IISl12 IIf-’ lIfIQ3 Ilfllz. 
(iii) (D’f-‘)(fx) -(D’f-‘)(fj,)= 
C(Df- l)W+-W-l)(f~)l W2f)Wl C(DS)(x)-‘,(Df)(x)-‘l 
+ CU?f- ‘)(fv)l C(D2f)(x)-(D2f)(~)l CV?f)W ‘7 W-)(x)- ‘3 
= 
i 
+ C(W ‘)(SY)I C(~2f)(~)lC(WI(x)-’ -(W)(Y)- ‘7 (W)(x)- ‘I 
+C~~f-‘~~fv~lC~~2S~~~~lC~~f~~~~-’~~~f~~~~-’-~~f~~~~-1l. 
Hence 
II(~2f-1)(fx)-_(~2f-1)(fy)lI I IV-‘II2 llfx-fvll IISll2 IV-‘II: 
+ Iv-’ Ill Ilfll2,. Ilx-Yll=Ilf-‘Il: 
+2lls-‘ll, llfll2 Ilf-‘ll2 Ilfx-full Il_r’ll, 
~~311fIl:wfx-fYll+fwI12.,n”llfx-fYIl”Q2 
+ 2wfl12~3 llfllz llfx -fY IIQ. 
~3~sIIfII:+~3+eIIfI12,.. 
It remains to show thatfis an embedding. It is an immersion. Assume there exist a, bE U 
such that f(a)=f(b). Apply * of the proof of (2.1). Then 
O=llf(b)-f(a)11 =ll(b-a) 
s 
lDf(tb+(l-t)a)dtII~llb-a/lmin{IIDf(tb+(l-t)a)II 
0 
Since 1) Df II is bounded away from 0, we conclude I( b - all = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Special Whitney extension for quasi-structure 
We now investigate homeomorphisms of diamond circlesf: Q + Q which are extendable 
to C3 -’ diffeomorphisms. 
The first theorem applies to subsets of R2 with a quasi-structure. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let B c U = R’ x (0, 1) be a closed, path connected set with a K quasi- 
structure. Let {Ri: kZ} c B be a collection of disjoint, closed sets and A= Cl(B\ v { Ri}). 
Suppose there exist 8,: B + Li(R2, R’), 0 I n I 2, and constants C, 2 0 and C, 2 0 
satisfying: 
(i) e,llz =Zd; 8,112 =O; 
(ii) C, is a C3-’ boundfor (0,lA: O<n<2}; 
(iii) CR is a C3-” bound for {gn(Ri: iEZ, Osn<2). 
Then there exists a C3 -’ mapping f: U + R2 such that D”fl B = g,, n = 0, 1,2. 
Proof: Let us briefly review the outline Whitney’s construction [14]. The complement of 
B in ZJ has a “Whitney covering” of closed squares whose vertices are on the Z/2* lattice (see 
(3.1) for more details). The size of the sets is on the order of their distance to B. They are each 
expanded slightly to become open sets Ui which intersect at most four at a time. An “anchor” 
point Qi is chosen in B for each Ui whose distance to Ui is on the order of I Ui(. The candidate 
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derivatives (0,) at a, are used to construct a local polynomial extension on Ui. A partition of 
unity produces a global extension I: The work comes in showing that f is c’-“. This 
construction may easily be Z-invariant since the {e,} are Z-invariant. 
Let C=9K3max(C,, C,}. We prove, for all x,yEB 
(4 
(b) 
By assumption, (a)-(c) are satisfied for pairs of points x, y either in A or in some Ri, iEZ. 
Let x, ~EB and not in the same Ri and not both in A. Since K is a quasi-constant for B, there 
exists an arc y connecting x and y and contained in a disk of diameter < K 1) x - y 1). If X~Ri, let 
x’ be a boundary point of R, n y. Since Ri is closed, X’E Ri. Otherwise let x = x’. Note that x’EA. 
Similarly define y’. Since x, y, x’, y’ are all in the arc y, it follows that 
Kllx-Yll >max{ II x’ - Y’ I/t II x - x’ II? II Y - Y’ II > 2.4. 
Then (a)-(c) follow from (iHiii), the triangle inequality and (2.4): 
(4 
(b) 
(4 
w(x) - uy)il I ii ht.4 - e,w) II + ivw) - e,(y’) II + Iie,w - e,(y) II 
IC,(llX-x’ll 1--E+ l/y-y’lI’-‘)+C,jlx’-y’Il’-” 
1(2C,+C,)KIlx-ylI*-“<CIlx-y\l’-‘. 
ile,(~)=e~(y)-e~(y)(x-y)~l I lie,(X)-h(y)il + lle 
II x - Y II II x - Y II 
2 
(y)I, 
I 
liw4-m~~11+ 11ww4e~~11+ ile,wbe,w + lle 
II x -Y II 
2 
tyJ_e 
2 
ty,)Il 
sK iiel(-u)-el(x’)ii +K ~~el(~‘)-el(~)ii + ,le 
lb--‘II lb’-Yll 
2 
(y)_B 
2 
(y,)II by (24) 
lKCR IJx-x’/J 1-E+KCRIIy’-yI11-E+CR1/4.-y’lJ1-c 
I(2K2C,+KC,)llx-yl11-“rCllx-ylj1-”. 
iiw) - my) - b(y)(x - y)-te2(y)(x - Y)~II 
II -x - Y I/ 2 
I ile,(x)-e,(y)-(x-y)~i + IIUY)-14 
lb-Yl12 II x -Y II 
+tiie,(y)li = *. 
The first term of + is bounded by 
K2 
( 
lie,(x)-e,(x’)-cx-X’)II + IIti,(x-‘)-eB,(y’)-(x’-~‘)ii + il~,~ywo~y)-~y~-~)~~ 
lIx--xIl12 llx’-yTl12 llY’-Yl12 > 
IK2(CR11x--‘II ~-c+C,JJX’-y’Jl’-E+C,Qlly’-yII1-e)-<C~lX-y~~1-73. 
The last two terms of * are non-zero only if BERG. In this case 
II~l(Y)-~dll~K lle~(~)-fJ~W)ll <KC Ily_y~~~1-z<~2CR~~X_y~~1-cIC~~X_y~~1-~~3 
Ix-Yll - IIY-Y’ll - R - 
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and Il~~~Y~II=/I~2~Y~-~2~y’~l/<C~lly-y’Il1-LIC~KlIX-yll~-~IC~lx-y~~1-~/3 
Therefore, there exists a C3 WE mapping f: U -+ R2 such that O”fI B = 0,, n = 0, 1,2. 
Q.E.D. 
If B = r u R, where r is a diamond circle, we need to know much less about the mapping 
8,: B + RZ than (2.3) (i), (ii), (iii) in order to find an extension. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Q = n Nk be a P-diamond circle, 0 < /? < 1. Suppose jY T-+T is a 
homeomorphism and,C > 0 such that 
* IIf(-f(Y)-(x-YY)ll -=CIIX-Yl13-E 
for all x, yer where T(x, y)~s(N~) or A(x, y)Er(Nk), k 2 1. There exists a C3-’ embed- 
ding F of a neighborhood of Tu {R,} into U such that 
(i) Flr=S, DFlr=Zd, D*F(T=O; 
(ii) F maps each A c S, c R, di#eomorphically onto fA c S,, c R,-,. 
The proof for S, = R, is given in [S, (4.8)]. 
93. C3-’ DOMINATION 
Let B be a closed subset of an open set U c R”. A function h: U + R vcinishes to the rth 
order at B if h(B = 0 and h(x)/d(x, B) +O as x+p, where peB and xeU\B. 
If h, <h, are positive, real-valued functions defined on U which vanish to the rth order at 
B we wish to find a c’-” function h with h, <h < h,. This is always possible if the values of h, 
and h2 are sufficiently far apart. In general, the function d(x, B) is only Lipschitz so some work 
is necessary. Our next “sandwich” lemma uses some ingredients of the proof of the Whitney 
extension theorem ([14)]. We state the lemma in dimension 2 for simplicity, but it is valid in 
arbitrary dimension R”. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let B be a closed subset of an open set U t R2 and C > 0. There exists a 
C’-” function h: U + R+ such that 
(i) Cd(x, B)‘-“<h(x)< C(lSd(x, B))‘-$ 
(ii) h vanishes to the (r - 1)st order at B. 
Proof: Estimates on the Whitney cover of U \ B. 
Define d(x) = d(x, B). Begin with the cover of U by closed unit squares the vertices of 
which are on the integer lattice of R*. If a unit square L satisfies d( L, B) 2 l/2 then retain it. 
Otherwise divide L into 4 equal squares with vertices on the l/2-integer lattice. Retain each 
smaller square L with d( L, B) 2 l/4. Subdivide each of the others into 4 equal squares. 
Repeat indefinitely to provide a closed cover ( L,: j 2 1 > of U \ B. The interiors of the Lj are 
disjoint. Let ej be the length of an edge of Lj. 
Let Kj denote the open square with the same center as Lj and edge length (1 + $)ej. 
Then (4- ,/‘?)ej < 8d(x) < (8 + 17fi) e, f or XE Kj, j 2 1. These bounds are unnecessarily 
sharp so we can replace them: There exist universal, positive constants A,, A, such that, 
A, < d(x)/ej < A, < 15A, for all xE Kj, j 2 1. 3.2. 
If x, ye Kj then I/ x - y I) -c $( 1 + $)ej. Thus there exists a universal, positive constant 
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A, such that, 
(IX-y(l <A,d(x)ifx,y~Kjforsomej21. 3.3. 
If x and y are not in the same set K, for any j, then they cannot be too close together. That 
is, there exists a universal, positive constant A, so that 
d(x)<A,I(x-yj[ $x,y~U\B,andx,yarenotinthesameK~foranyj>l. 3.4. 
Furthermore 
Each point of U \ B has a neighborhood intersecting at most 4 of the Kj. 3.5. 
Definition ofh. There exists a partition of unity pj subordinate to the cover {Kj) and a 
constant A, > 0 such that, 
(D”flj(Y)l < A,d(y)-“for all ~EU\B, 0 5 n I r. 3.6. 
Let Pj=Csup (d(y)‘-“: y~Kj) 
Define 
It follows that for fixed XE U, Cd(x)‘-“I h(x)<sup{P,:xcKj} since h(x) is a convex 
combination of values P, 2 Cd(x)‘-“. By (3.2) Pj= C sup (d(y)‘-‘: ycKj} I C(A,/A,)‘-Cd(x)I-L 
for XEKj. By (3.2) we have 
Pj I C( lSd(x))I-’ ifx~:K~. 3.7. 
Therefore if XE U\B then h(x) I C( 15d(x))‘-“. Thus (i) is verified. 
Difirentiability class ofh. We next prove h is of class C’-“. By the converse of Taylor’s 
theorem, since U is open, we only have to find a C’-” bound for h and its following candidate 
derivatives 8,. See (2.0). 
For n=O,. . . , r- 1 define 0,(x)= 
1 
0, XEB 
Xz pjD"Bj(x)3 xEU\B 
, 
If x,yeB, x#y, then R,(x,y)=O for O<nlr--1. 
Assume XEB and yeU\B. Then d(y)I Ilx-y/l. By (2.0), (3.59, (3.6) and (3.7), for 
Olnsr-1. 
II R,(x, Y) II xpjD"Pj(Y) 
I/x-yly-l-” = II:_),I,- 
< 4CC(lSd(y))‘-“lCA,d(y)-“1 
d(y)‘-‘-” 
for some C, > 0. 
The Holder condition for 8,_ 1 is similar: 
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Iler-l(X)-er-I(y)ll = IIY~,pjo’-‘P,(y)il <4Cc(15d(y)Y-el CA54y)-“-‘7 
I 
SC,CIJx-ylj’-“. 
Assume DEB and XE U\B. Then d(x) < /Ix - y 11. We make a preliminary estimate: By (3.6), 
for O_<k<r-l-n, 
IID”+kB,(x)(Y - x)‘II < A54X)-‘“+k) 
k!Ilx-y/l’-‘-” 
< A d(x)-,+ 1. 
- /qlx-yll’-‘-“-k - 5 
Thus by (2.0), (3.5) and (3.7), for Olnlr- 1, 
II c ‘n+itX) II &Ax, VI II i’(Y - xl’ isr-l-n . 
IIx-yl/‘-l-” = 
II 
/lx-y/l’-I-” 
= II~pjCD”Bj(x)+D”+’ bj(x)(Y-X)+. . . +D’-‘Pj(X)(y-x)‘-‘-“/(r- 1 -h)!]l[ 
/Ix-yll’-l-” 
14[C(lSd(x))‘-“](r - n)[A,d(x)-‘+‘I 
I &d(x)’ --c I c, [Ix -y/Ii -c 
for some C2 > 0. 
The Holder condition is the same as in the previous case. 
Finally, suppose x, YE V\B. We break the numerator IIR,(x, y)ll into two sums depending 
on j. The first sum involves only j where both x and y are in K,. In this case, by (3.3) 
(Ix --y/l <A&(z) for z = x or y. The last terms are summed overj where x and y are not both in 
any one Kj. If XEKj then d(x)<A,llx-yll by (3.4). So 
II WY, 411 
(lx-yllr-l-n 5 
II ~j:~~~K,lpj~D"~~X)-~"~j(Y)-Dn+l~j(Y)(X-Y). . . -D'-l/?j(~)(~-~)'-'-"/(r- 1 -n)!] J 
/Ix -y1y- l -!I 
c PjD”Pjx) + /I Ii: =K,. YCK~I II 
I/x-yly-1-n 
II c + G:yeK,. WC,) pjCD"Pj(Y)+ . . . +D'-l~j(Y)(X-y)'-'-n/(r- 1 -n)!] II 
/Ix-yII’_1-n 
= *. 
By (3.6) a C’ bound for /lj is A,d(y)-‘. Thus by (3.5), (3.7) and Taylor’s theorem, the first 
term of * is bounded by 4[C(15d(y))‘-7 1(x -y/J [A,d(y)-‘1. It follows from (3.3) that this term 
is bounded by C, I/x - yJ( ’ -’ where C, > 0. 
Use the triangle inequality to separate the last two terms of * into at most 4(1 +r--n) 
terms. The numerator ofeach is of the form I(PjD”+‘jlj(y)(x-y)‘/i! II,Osi<r- 1 --n. This is 
bounded above by [C(l5d(y))‘-“1 [A,d(y)-@‘+i) Ilx-y/I’]. It follows from (3.4) that the last 
two terms of * are bounded by C,IJx - y I( ’ -& for some C, > 0. 
Last of all we verify the Holder condition for 8,_ 1 and for x, YE CJ \ B: 
TOP 27:3-8 
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llfl,- 1(X)--r- l(Y)II = /I .E J pjD'-lBj(x)-y~j pjD'- ‘B,(Y)) II 
5 Il. * zKj PjD'-'(BJ(x)-BjY)) II 
+ xeK;6K, PjD’- ‘Bj(X) II II II + ys,C,, PjD’- ‘8AY) 1. J I. J /I 
~4[C(i5d(x))‘-“]~lx-y~~[A5d(x)-‘]+4[C(15d(x))’-“][A,d(x)-’+’] 
+4[C(15d(y))‘-“][Asd(y)-r+1] by (3.3) and (3.4) 
<CsIIx-yylll-’ for some C,>O. 
The converse to Taylor’s theorem implies h is C’-” and vanishes to the (r- 1)st order at B. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The constants AI-A, and Cl-C, are no longer used in the proof. 
$4. PRELIMINARY GEOMETRIC ESTIMATES 
This section contains estimates which will allow us to bring together the graph-like 
geometry of Q of section 1 and the extension theorems of sections 2 and 3 to perturb away 
periodic orbits. 
The first estimates (4.1) are purely geometrical. They will apply to all of V\S. 
For x, w, UE U, g: U --) R’ continuous and 2 L 0, define 
I =1(x, U, w, 1, g)= xunD(w, IIx - WI\ -As(x)). 
Let u 5 1 I r I x be the endpoints of I if it is not empty. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 0~ 4 <n/2, A > 1 and g: U +R’ be continuous. Suppose that x, w, UER* 
satisfy (Ix-w(( = (Iu-w((, 2cos$g(x)I I(u- x /( and if t? is the angle uxw then 0 -C 0 I 4. Then for 
0<~Imin{cos~(1-sin~),(cos~)2/(1+A)} 
(i) I=l(x,u,w,%,g)#fzI; 
2Mx) 
(ii) \\r-xl\ <-; 
cos$ 
A2lg(x) 
(iii) III-x\J >-----. 
cosb 
Fig. I. 
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(iv) Z~X’EZ and 1) w - w’ I( < i.g(x) then 
11x’-w’)/ < \1x--wI/. 
Proof(i) It suffices to show that 1(x - w(I sin 0 < I/x- wI( -ng(x) as the first quantity is 
the length of the normal from w to xu and the second is the radius of the disk defining I. 
Note that JJu-XII 12/)x- w/I. Then, by assumption, 2cos$g(x)I I/U--xl\ <2/jx-wll. Since 
A<cosr#~(l -sin4) then ng(x)< /lx-wll(l -sinB). 
(ii) Simple geometry implies /[r-x 11 < 2Lg(x)/cos 8 I21g(x)/cos $I if I # 0. 
(iii) By symmetry III-u/l = Ill--x1(. Applying (ii), we have 
since 
Ill-xl/ = JIU--x1( - (II-u/l >2 cos~g(x)-22E.g(x)/cos~22ARg(x)/cos~ 
1 I (cos &2/( 1 + A). 
(iv) (Ix’-w’ll 5 l/x’-wll + llw--‘II <[/lx- wJl -Ag(x)] -tAg(x)= [lx-w/l. (See Fig 7.) 
QED. 
We apply (4.1) in three situations. 
Suppose A=A(p,q)elY(Q). There are two types of points x in Ri\S. There are those 
of Type 1 for which a closest point w of r to x lies in C,(q)n C&(x) and those of Type 2 
for which p is a closest point. If x is of Type 1 then [lx-pII > (A)/2; if it is of Type 2 then 
(Ix-p/J <JAI. (See (1.9). If XEU\R we say x is of Type 3 in which case w~Cf,~(x). 
Define 
d = d(x) = d(x, 1-). 
Type 1. Suppose XER:\S and w is a closest point of C&,(x)nT to x. Define a1 to be the 
unique point such that a(x-u,)=o(A)/B and IIx-WI/ = ((ui -wI(. Let ei=tZ,(x) be the angle 
I(~XW and +i = x/2 - tan- ’ (l/B) + tan- ’ (l/20). It follows that 
For 1,2 0 define 
7r/4<9,(X)lf#J, <z/2. 
I, =Z1(x,A)=xulnD(w, Ilx-wll-13d3-“). 
Let u1 ~1, or, <x be the endpoints of I, if it is non-empty. Let 1, =min{cos4,(1 -sin $,), 
(cos$~i)~/(l +153-E)}=(~~~~1)2/(1 + 153-“) and C, =~/cos~,. 
LEMMA 4.2. ZfO<i.lR,, XER~\S then 
(i) Z, =I,(x,Y)#~; 
(ii) Ilr, --x1( < C,id3-“; 
(iii) 111, --xl/ ~=C,1(15d)~-“. 
(iv) Zf w is a closest point of C$,(x)n I- co x, I/w- w’(J <Ad3-& and x’~Zi then 
1(x’-W’JJ < I/x--w/J. 
Proof: By the law of cosines, since 7r/4<0,(x)1#i <z/2, and WET then 
~(u,-xjJ=2~~x-w~~cos8,~2~~x-~~~cos~,~2dcos~,. 
Thus we may apply (4.1) to 4=4i, A = 153-L, g(x)=d3-’ and u=ul. 
Q.E.D. 
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Type 2. Let XERL\S and Ilx-pll < IAl. Then p~[Cf,,(x)\C&,(x)]nr. Let I+ be such that 
a(x-u,)=o(A)/8 and [lx-pII = I(uz --pII. Let e2 = 0,(x) be the angle u,xp. Define $2=n/4. By 
simple geometry 0 < e2 < &. 
For 120 define 
I,=I,(x,%)=xu,nD(p, 11x-pll -Id3-‘). 
Let u2 I 1,~ r2 s x be the endpoints of I, if it is non-empty. Let 1, = min{cos &( 1 -sin &), 
(cos~2)2/(1+153-~10)}=(cos~2)2/(1+153-c10) and C,=~/COS~,. 
LEMMA 4.3. IfO<E.<A2, XER~\S and jlx-pII <IAl then 
(9 1, =1,(x, 4 f 0; 
(ii) Ilr, --XII < C21d3-“; 
(iii) III,-xl1 > 10C2~(15d)3-“. 
(iv) If x’EI, and (Ip--p’(I <ld3-” then 
ix’-P’II < Ilx-Pll. 
Proof. By the law of cosines, since O<B,(x)<d, <n/2, and since PET we have 
(Ju,-x~~=2~~x-p~~cose,2211x-pllcos$J,22dcos~,. 
Apply (4.1) to $=42r A=153-“10, g(x)=d’-’ and u=u2. 
Q.E.D. 
Type 1 or 2. Points in D(p, IA()\D(p, lAl/2) could be of Type 1 or 2. For XER~\S define 
1 I (x, 4, Ilx-PI 214 
1,(x, A)= 1,(x, i)nl,(x, A), IAl/2 < llx - PII < I4 
1,(x, 4 Ilx-PII 114/2 
Let q < I, < r0 c x be the endpoints of 1,(x, 1) if it is non-empty. Let C, = max { C,, C,] and 
I,=min(~,,1,}. 
LEMMA 4.4. If O<i.<&, and XER~\S then 
(i) I, = 1,(x, 1.) # 0; 
(ii) Ilr,-xl\ < C,Ad3-“; 
(iii) lllO--xjl >C0%(15d)3-“. 
(iv) Ifx’EI,, u’ is a closest point of r to x and I/ w - w’ I( < Ad3 -’ then 
11x’-w’(l < IJX--WI\. 
Proof (i)-(iii). Since $I = n/2 + tan- ‘(l/20)-tan- ‘(l/8) and r$2 = 7r/4 it follows that 
c2 < c, < lOC,. 4.5. 
Hence C,=C,. 
By (4.2) I,(x,I)#a for all XER~\S, O<AII,. If Ilx-pll <(Al then by (4.3), I,(x,I)#a. 
(i) will follow from (iii). Moreover, 
c llrl -XII, Ilx-PII 214 
Ilro-xll = max {lb-, -xlI, Ilr,-x111, IW < llx -PII < I4 
Ilr2-XII, llx-_plI SIN/~ 
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r Cl, lb-PII 2 I4 
<ld3-” max{C,, C,}, 
i CD 
IAl/ < lb-PII < I4 
lb-PII 114/2 
< C,Ld3 -‘. - 
c IV, -x/I, lb--PII 214 
IIk3-XII = min { 111, -XII, II~2--xll)~ 14/2< lb-PI 04 
II4-xll~ Ilx-PII IPIP 
r Cl? /lx--PII 2 I4 
>,J(15d)3-” 
i 
min {C,, 10Cz}, lW< lb-pll <IAl 
1oc,, Ilx-PII IIW 
2 c&156)3-‘. 
(iv) If wcC$,(x) then [Ix -pJI > lAl/2. So x’EZ~ implies x’EI~. Apply (4.2) (iv) to obtain the 
result. If w=p then /lx-pll <IAl. So x’~Ic implies x’EI,. Apply (4.3) (iv). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The “safe” interval 1,(x, JJ has been defined for XERL\S. We can define 1,(x, 2) 
for XER, \S by rotating R, 180” about q. (The roles ofp and q should be reversed.) We assume 
then, without proof, the key estimate (4.4) for all XER\S. 
Type 3. We have a similar set of estimates for points in U \ S. 
Let B= TVS. 
LEMMA 4.6. There exists a constant A, > 1 such that ifx~U\R then 
d(x, B) <d(x, I-) < A,d(x, B). 
Proof. Since I c B, we have d(x, B) I d(x, r). 
Let XEU\R. Suppose a closest point u of B to x lies in B\T. (If uEr, we are done.) Then 
u&S,, say, for some A = A(p, q). Let x/&R, be a closest point to u. Then d(x, B) = II x - u II 2 
IIu-x’ll since x$R,. The simple shape of R,\S implies J/u-x’J( 22sin(q/2)min { I/u-pll, 
I/u-q/l} where q= tan-‘(l/8)- tan- ‘(l/10). Putting these inequalities together, we get 
d(x,B)z2sin(q/2)min (lb-PII, lb-qll}. 
On the other hand, 
d(x,I)lmin illx-PII, lb-qll)-< Ilx-41 +min{llu-PIL Ilu-41) 
=4x,~)+min{llu-pII, lb-qll}. 
Hence d(x, r) d d(x, B) (1 + i/(2 sin (q/2))). The result follows for A, = 1 + l/(2 sin(q/2)). 
Q.E.D. 
Now let x~iJ\s and w be a closest point of I to x. Then w~Cf,~(x) ifx~U+ and w&&,(x) if 
XEU-. Let u3 satisfy lo(u,-x)1= co and IJw--x/J = llu3-ww((. Let 8,=0,(x) be theangle u3xw. 
Let 4 3 = z/2- tan- ‘(l/8). Then 01 e3 < $3 <n/2. 
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For i,>O define 
I, =Z,(x,i)=xu,nD(w, I/x- wII -3,d3-“). 
Let ua c l3 < r3 <x be the endpoints of 1,(x, 1_) if it is non-empty. Let 
&=(cos$,,)‘/(l +(15A,)3-“) and C,=2/cos 43. 
LEMMA 4.7. If O<I<& and XEU\S then 
0) 1, =1,(x, 4 Z 0; 
(ii) /lr, --x/I < C,Ld3-“; 
(iii) III,-xl/ >C,A(15A,d)3-“. 
(iv) Ifx’eI, and IIw-w’I/ <Ad3-’ then 
IJx’-W’II </IX-WI/. 
Pro@ Since IIu3--xl/ =211x-wll cos0322dcos4, we may appb’ (4.1) to 
,#J=c$~, A=(15A,)3-“, g(x)=d3-E and u=u3. 
Q.E.D. 
$5. DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF THE ANNULUS 
A Denjoy homeomorphism of the circle is a homeomorphism with irrational rotation 
number and a wandering interval. Any C2 diffeomorphism with irrational rotation number is 
topologically conjugate to a rotation so that a Denjoy homeomorphism is never C’. 
If Cc S’ is a Cantor set and f is a homeomorphism of C which extends to a Denjoy 
homeomorphism of S’, we call f a Denjoy homeomorphism of C. 
The results of Denjoy Fractals [S] imply 
Step 1. For /I and (1 - E) suficiently small there exist a B-diamond circle Q with uniformiiy 
K = 3 and a C3 -’ mapping f: U --) RZ satisfying; 
(i) flf’ is conjugate to a Denjoy homeomorphism; 
Dflr=Zd, D2flr=o; 
(ii) IIf(x)-f(y)-(~-y)II<C/Ix-y(/~-‘forallx,y~rwherex,y~r. 
Remark. This step (and only this step) cites notation and results from [S]. 
Proof: Let PO satisfy Lemma 1.9. Choose (1 - y) < /&C1/4C3 where C1 and C3 are defined 
in [S, (3.7)]. Let a = (1 - y)/4 and x = J2 - 1 = l/(2 + (l/(2 +. , . ))). Denote Q = h(S’), the 
curve in R2 determined by the constants tl, y and a as in [S, (3.1)]. We show that Q is a fl- 
diamond curve for /? = (1 - y) (2C,/C,). 
For I = (x, y) c S’, let T(Z) be the /?-diamond with endpoints h(x) and h(y). Let A, 
= h( p- ’ ( na >), where p is a continuous map semi-conjugating a Denjoy homeomorphism 
to a rotation through 2cr. Let 5, be the set SAn defined in $1. Recall the open intervals W, of 
the circle in [5,(1.8)-J. Define Nk to be the chain containing all the diamonds T(I), 1~ W,, and 
all the diagonals A, associated to an endpoint (na) of 1. Let I = ((ma), (na)) 
E W,. Since r(m) and r(n) are minimal over I [S, (3.9)] applies and S, c T(I) for all (pa)EI. 
Since h is continuous, h( p- ‘(I)) c T(I). Therefore 
QcN,. 
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Since W,_ 1 c W, we have 
Nk-‘cN”. 
We need to prove that N”-’ is simple and Nk refines Nk- ’ for k 2 1. This follows if 
(AI r/?I T(I)//2 for AEI(N~)\I(N~-‘) and T(~)EZ(N~), k 2 1. This is a consequence of 
[5, (3.7)]: C, IZ/‘< H(p-‘(1)) I) T(I)(. Since t,_ 1 -c /ml, it follows that /A,,,/ = $&zy < 
C( 1 - ~)ll)~ for some C > 0. Choosing (1 - y) I /IC,/2C we have 
I&,l <PI 7’UW. 
Thus each chain Nk is simple and refines Nk- ‘. [5, (3.7)] readily implies 
limsup{IT(I)I: TeE(Nk)} =0 
Hence 
Q=nNk. 
Since there are no more than 3 W’-intervals in any W ‘-‘-interval, the uniformity 
constant is ~=3. 
It follows that Q is a b-diamond circle with uniformity K. 
By [S, (4.6) and (4.7)] for E = 2 - (l/y) there exists a C3 m-E mappingf: U + R2 satisfying 
the conditions of Step 1. 
Step 2. For /I and (1 - E) sufficiently small, there exist a P-diamond circle Q with 
uniformity K = 3 and a C3 -’ mapping F: U --) RZ satisfying 
(i) F] Q is conjugate to a Denjoy homeomorphism with r its non-wandering set; 
DkFlr = D”f /I- for k = 0, 1,2; 
(ii) F embeds Si in S;A for AEr( Q); 
(iii) d(F(x), F(A)) < d(x, A)for AEr(Q) and xcS,\A. 
Proof Let f and Q be defined as in Step 1. We denote a member of r(Q) by A, where 
14,1=a/nv; .f@n)=An+2; its endpoints are pn and 4.. 
We define F(S, = F, in coordinates (u”, 0,). Let u, denote the unit vector (o(A,)/$, l/,/2) 
and u, the downward pointing unit vector with slope o(A,)/8, so u, and u, are parallel to the 
sides of S,. 
We define F. in (u,, 0,) coordinates. 
Fix a C” bump function 4: R’ + R+ such that, 
(i) supp (4) c (0, 1); 
(ii) 14(s) ds = 1; 
(iii) jj 411 < 3/2. 
Let I, p>O be constants with l/3 IP/~I 1 and set 
s 
x/l 
k(x)=x+(p-II) 9(t) dt. 
0 
Clearly, k is a C” function and 
Ilk’- 1 II ~lp--l~.-‘l1~11 <IdA- 11(3/2)_( 1.
Therefore k is a diffeomorphism from [0, A] onto [0, ~1. The first derivative of k is identically 
one near x =0 and x=%. Its higher derivatives are estimated as 
I(Djk(( ~lp-A/l-~llD’-‘~)I 
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Take 1. = IAn1 and p = IA.+ 21, (n 2 0) and call the resulting k function k,. Then k,(O) = 0, 
kn(lAn()=lAn+2\ and Dk,(a)=l, D’k,(a)=O, for a=0 or \A./. 
Define h: R’+[-l,l] so that h(O)=O, Dh(O)=l, D2h(0)=0; Ih(x)l<lxl, I/~(lA~+~l)l< 
Ih(lA.l)l(n 2 0); h(x) > 0 for x > 0 and h(x) < 0 for x < 0. 
In coordinates (u,, u”), define h,( x, y) = (h(x), k,(y)). 
DefineF,(r)=h,(r-p,)+p,+,. 
It follows easily that 
5.1. 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
There exists C > 0 such that, 
DF,(r,) = Id and D2F,(r,) = Of or r =p or q; DF,(r)(u,) = Id, D2F,(x)(u,) = Ofor 
all XEA,; 
IID3F,II < CIILI -lAn+2/l/lAn13 
F, maps r, to r, + 2 forr=p,q;F,embedsS’ inS:+2;d(F,(x),A,+2)<d(x,A,)for 
x~S,\d,. 
Define B,lT=Dyon I; BJS,=D’F,, 01i12. 
5.2. There exist constants C, and C, such that 
(ii) Cr is a C3-” boundfor { eijr}; 
(iii) C, is a C3 -’ bound for { BiIS}. 
Proof: (ii) follows since f is C3 -’ and r is compact. 
(iii) By (5.1) (ii) IID3F,II < CCIA.1 - lAn+2 I]// A,13. Hence there exists a constant Cs 
such that 
ll~2F,(x)-D2F,(~)II < IID3F,II Ilx-YII <‘3/~-~ll~-~ ify< 1/(2-s). 
Apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that Cs is a C3-” bound for { 8,IS). 
Now apply Proposition 2.3 to obtain a C 3 -’ extension F of (e,} to U. This completes 
Step 2. 
Step 3. There is a C 3 e-E map K : U + R2 and a closed annular neighborhood V of Q in U 
such that K satisfies the conditions for F qf Step 2 and the additional condition 
d(K(x), r) < d(x, I-) for XE( VnR)\S. 
Proof: Let F satisfy the conditions of Step 2. Recall i., and Co of (4.4). 
There exists a smooth closed neighborhood V,, of I- with i., a C3-” bound for FI VO. We 
choose V,, so that it can be extended to a smooth, closed annular neighborhood V of Q and 
v\V,cS. (See Fig. 8.) 
Fig. 8 
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5.3. !fx~ V, and w is a closest point qf r to x then, 
(i) [IF(x)-F(w)-(x-w)11 <i.,d3-‘; 
(ii) (IDF(x)-ldlj <l,d’-‘; 
(iii) 1) D2F(x) // I i.,d’ -‘. 
Proof: Note that WE V, since I c V,,. These estimates follow since & is a CJeL bound for 
Fj VO, d = d(x, I-) = j/x - M’[( and DFJT = Id, D2FJT = 0. 
Apply (3.1) to B=Q, C= C,i, and r=3. If XER\S then d(x, Q)=d(x, r)=d by (1.9). Then 
there exists a C3-E,function h,: V+ R+ with, 
C,iL,d3-EI h,(x)_<Col.o(15d)3-Efor XER\S; 5.4. 
h, vanishes to the 2nd order on Q. It is uniformly bounded on R. 
Let u* be the downward pointing unit vector with slope o(A)/& Define h,: U -+ R* by 
(“+” is used if xEU+ and ‘I-” if xEU_) 
For n=0,1,2, define 0,: Qu(RnV)+L:(R*,R’) by 8,/R,=D”h,(R, and 
t3,I Q = D”( Id). The function h, is uniformly bounded by a constant CR on R. Clearly 0 is a 
C3-’ bound for 0,lQ. Apply Proposition 2.3 to B = Q u (R n V), ( Ri} 
={R,nk’:A~r(Q)},A=r,0,,C,=OandC,. 
Therefore: 
5.5. There exists a C3-” mapping K,: V -+ R* such that for n = 0, 1,2, 
(i) D”K, IQ = D”(ld), 0 I n I 2; 
(ii) D”K, (R, = D”h,. 
DefineK:U-,R2byK=F+K1-Id 
5.6. (i) D”KlQ = D”FJQ, 01 n <2; 
(ii) K maps Sb into S,,; d(K(x), F(A)) < d(x, A)for XES,\A; 
(iii) d(K(x), r) < d(x, r) $XE( VnR)\S. 
Proof: (i) This follows from (5.5) (i). 
(ii) By definition K) S,+ = F + h, (x)u,. Since h, > 0, this implies d(K(x), F(A)) < 
d(F(x), F(A)) for XES,‘. By assumption d(F(x), F(A)) <d(x,A); F maps SjJ into S&. 
Therefore K (Si ) c S:A; 
(iii) Since XE V\S, XE V,,. Thus we may apply (5.3). Let x’ = K,(x). Let w be a point of r 
closest to x and w’ = x + F(w) - F(x). Then I( w - w’l) < &d3-’ by (5.3) (i). Then 1,(x, 2,) 
# 0 by (4.4) (i). Assume x E R,. Hence, K 1 (x) = h,(x) by (5.5) (ii). Use (4.4) (ii), (iii) and (5.4) 
to conclude 
/lx’-XII =h,(x)ICoE,0(15d)3-‘< )/I,-x/J, 
I/x’-xl/ =~,(x)~CJ&~> Ilr,-x/l. 
Recall the interval lo of (4.4). Since a(~‘- x) = a(~,) = ~(1,) these two inequalities imply x’EI~. 
Therefore we may apply (4.4) (iv) and the assumption F(T)= I: 
5.7. Zfx~(VnRR\S,d(K(x),r)< IIK(x)-F(w)11 = /lx’-w’ll < llx--wIl =d(x,l-). 
This completes Step 3. 
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Step 4. There is a C3 - ’ map G : U + R2 and a closed annular neighborhood W of Q in U 
such that G satisfies the conditions for F of Step 2 and the additional condition: 
ffx~ W then either G(x)ES or d(G(x), r) < d(x, r). 
Proof: Let K and I/ satisfy the conditions of Step 3. There are three special regions for K. 
There is S which is very well behaved. We will not change anything in S. R\S is also in control. 
All points in R get mapped closer to I. But we will have to change K in R\S in order to gain 
control over I/\R. We wiH apply very similar techniques as in Step 3 to move points in UR 
closer to I. The effect on R\S is so slight that points in it are moved closer yet to I. 
Recall i, and C, of (4.7). Let W, be a smooth closed neighborhood of I with E., a C3-’ 
bound for KI W,. Choose W, so that it can be extended to a smooth, closed annular 
neighborhood W of Q, WC V and w\ W,, c S. 
Let XE W’\S. If w is a closest point to x in I then w~C$,(x) by (1.9). The slightest motion 
of x straight downwards brings x closer to w. We use (4.7) to take advantage of this. 
Recall A, of (4.6). Apply (3.1) to B= S, and C= C,A:-‘l.,. Then there exists a C3-” 
function h,: U -+ R’ such that. 
Cd(x, B)3 -“< h,(x) I C( 15d(x, B))3 -E, 
h, vanishes to the 2nd order at S. It follows from (4.7) that 
C33.,d3-” < h*(x) I C3&( 15A,d)3-‘for XE W\R. 
Let u denote the unit vector (- l,O). Define G: U + R2 by 
G(x)=K(x)fh,(x)u. 
(“+” is used if xEUC and “-” if xeU_.) 
5.9. (i) D”GIQ=D”FIQ,OI~<~; 
(ii) G maps S, into SF*: d(G(x), F(A)) < d(x, A)for XES,\A; 
(iii) Ifx~ W\S either G(x)ES or d(G(x), r) < d(x, r). 
5.8. 
Proof. (i) Since h, vanishes to the 2nd order on Q, D” G 1 Q = D”K 1 Q. Apply (5.6) (i). 
(ii) G = K on S. Apply (5.6) (ii). 
(iii) Let x E W + \ R and x’ = x + h, (x)u. Then x E W,. Let w be a point of I closest to x 
and w’=x+K(~.)-K(x). By (5.6) (i) DK(w)=DF(w)=Id and D2K(w)=D2F(w)=0. 
Thus, 
/Iw- w’I/ = ~~K(x)-K(w)-DK(w)(x-w)-+D2K(w)(x-w)2(~ <A3d3-‘. 
Recall the interval I, of (4.7). Then 
I, = 1,(x, j.J # 0. By (4.7) (ii), (iii) and (5.8) 
/lx-x’(/ =h2(x)lC3i.,(15A,d)3-c< Ill,-xl\, 
I\x-x’~/=~~(x)~C~E.~~~-~> ljr,-xl\. 
Since (T(X -x’) = a(u) = ~(1,) these two inequalities imply x’EI~. Therefore we may apply 
(4.7) (iv) to conclude 
d(G(x),r)< IIG(x)- F(w)11 = I/X’- ~‘11 < IIx- wII =d(x,r) for XE w+\R. 
Suppose XE( WnR+)\S. Note that 0 <h,(x) < d(K(x), K(w)) (by (5.8), (5.3) and (5.6)). 
If w=p then by simple geometry either G(x)ES or 
lIW)-F(4ll = Ill<(x)+ h,(x)u- F(w)11 < IIK(x)-- F(w)ll. 
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By (5.7) this is bounded by I/x-wII. 
If w # p then WET n C&,(x) by (1.9). It follows from (5.6) (i) that 
K(w)=F(w)E~~c~~~(K(x)). 
Simple geometry and (5.7) imply 
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d(G(x), r) 5 II G(x) - F(w)11 = II K(x) + hz(x) u - F(w)11 < II K(x) - F(w)11 < Ilx - w II = 4x, I-1. 
This completes Step 4. 
Definition. Let W be a neighborhood of Q. Then Q is uniformly attracting if G”( W) c W 
for sufficiently large n 2 0 and n G”( W) = Q. 
Q is Lyapunou stable if for all E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for all n 2 0, 
G”(Na(Q)) = N,(Q). 
This next lemma is standard. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let G: X+X be a continuous endomorphism of a compact metric space X, and 
Wa closed neighborhood of a closed subset Q. Suppose Q is Lyapunov stable and every point in 
W is attracted to Q. Then Q is uniformly attracting. 
Proof Choose E >O such that N,(Q)c W. Let 6 >O be supplied by the Lyapunov 
assumption. Every point PEW is attracted to Q, so for each pi W, there exists np with 
Continuity implies there exists a neighborhood W, of p with G”P( W,) c Nd(Q). W is 
compact so there exist pl,. . . , pm with W = u W,,. Take N = max(n,, , . . . , npm). Then 
G”( W) c N,Q for all n 2 N. 
Q.E.D. 
Step 5. Let F and Q be given as in Step 2. There is a C3-” map G: U + R2 and a closed 
annular neighborhood N of Q in U such that, 
(i) D“GIQ=DkFJQfork=0,1,2; 
(ii) G 1 N is an embedding; 
(iii) Q is untformly attracting under G. 
Proof Let G and W satisfy the conditions of Step 4. First we claim that G is Lyapunov 
stable. Since QuS has a quasi-structure, there exists a constant A, > 1 such that for all 
XEN,(QI~S,, AEr(Q), 
d(x, A) I A,d(x, Q) I A,& 
Let 1~ 0 be given. Without loss of generality, we assume N,(Q) c W. Choose 6 <A/A, and 
consider PEN,(Q). 
Suppose first that the entire forward G-orbit of p lies in W\S. Then for n>O, 
d(G”(p), J’-) I d(p, r) = 0, Q) < 4 
so G”(p@Na( Q) c N,(Q). At the other extreme suppose p lies in S. Then peS,_ for some m. 
Then its entire forward orbit lies in S and 
d(G”(p), A,,, + .) I d(p, A,) s A,6 < 1, 
shows that G”(~)EN~(Q). Finally suppose that pi w\S and for some smallest k r 1, Gk(p)&+ 
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Then, as shown above, G”(~)EN,(Q), for 0 <n < k. And, for k I n, 
d(G”(p), A ,+.-k)~d(Gk(p),Am)<A26<i.. 
Thus, G”(~)EN,(Q). This proves G”(N,(Q))c N,(Q) f or all n > 0 and verifies Lyapunov 
stability. 
From (5.9) (i) D” G IQ = D”FI Q, G I Q is 1 - 1 and DC, is invertible for all XE Q. Hence, for 
some compact neighborhood WI of Q. G embeds W,. By Lyapunov stability, there exists 
6>0 such that G”(N,(Q))c W, for all n>O. Let 
W, = uGn(N,(Q)), n 20. 
Then cl( W,) is compact, it is contained in W, and is carried into itself by G. 
We claim Q pointwise attracts cl( W,). Let p~cI( W,). If peS then G”(p)~s, and IS,\+0 as 
n+co, so G”(p)+Q. If ~EM/“JS and Gk(p)gS for some k then the same argument holds: 
G”(p)-+Q as n+ CG. Suppose pi clr\S and G”(~)E W’+ for all n 2 0. Either G”(p)-+0 or else there 
is a subsequence Gnk(p) converging to some r$Q. This r does not belong to S because all 
points of S are attracted to Q. Consequently rE VS. Since d(G(r), IJ <d(r, I-) we have, 
d(G(r’), r) I d(r’, I-)-P, 
for some p > 0 and all r’ near r. For large k, G”“(p) is near p so 
Hence 
d(G”“+‘(p),~)<d(G”“+‘-l(p),I-)< . . . < 
<d(G”“+‘(p),I-)=d(G(G”“(p)),r) 
5 d(G”“(p), I-) - ,a. 
d(G”‘(p), f-)- d(Gnk + ‘(p), I-) 2 P 
which contradicts convergence of d(G”(p), r) as n+oo. Therefore G”(p)+Q. Pointwise 
attraction is verified. 
By (5.10) applied to G: cl( W,)+cl( W,) we see that G uniformly attracts cl( W,). Let N be an 
annular neighborhood of Q in cl( W,). Since N c W,, G” is defined on N and embeds it for all 
n 20. Moreover G”IN converges uniformly to Q. Hence for some no, G”, (N)c N. 
This completes Step 5. 
Step 6. Let F and Q be given as in Step 2. There is a C3 -’ map G: U + R2 and a closed 
annular neighborhood N of Q in Cl such that, 
(i) DkGIr=DkFjrjor k=O, 1,2; 
(ii) G( N is an embedding; 
(iii) Q is uniformly semi-stable under H. 
This last condition means that Q attracts from one side and repells from the other; i.e., 
G’“(N*)c N* 
for sufficiently large n 2 0 and 
nG*“(N*)=Q 
Proof: Knowing only the special data offat the Cantor set F in Step 1, it is possible to 
make extensions offir to U for which Q is uniformly attracting, repelling, or semi-stable. We 
chose to present the attracting case for its most natural notation. To make a semi-stable 
example, merely define (F,)- ’ ISi in Step 2 to be attracting and with rotation number - 2a 
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instead of 2a. That is, define k; by substituting i.= IA,/ and p = IA,_ 21 into the formula for k. 
Define h;(x, y) = (h(x), k;(y)) and (F,)- l(r) = h;(r - p.) + p,, _ 2. F,(S,’ is defined exactly as in 
Step 2. Since k,, k[ and h are C*-tangent o the identity at the origin, F, is C3-‘. Except for 
minor, trivial remarks, Steps 3-5 are identical. 
This completes Step 6. 
Next is a standard result from differential topology. 
LEMMA 5.11. If A, and A, are C’+” smooth annuli and fo: dA,+dA, is a c’+” 
difleomorphism preserving orientation of each boundary component then there exists a c’+” 
difleomorphismf A, -+A, extendingfo. Moreover, ifsO is already extended to a neighborhood of 
dA, then f can be made to agree with a restriction of this extension. 
Proof: A, and A, are diffeomorphic to the standard annulus A. The problem then 
becomes to extend a given fo: irA-+aA to a diffeomorphism A+A. The map f,jd+A is a 
diffeomorphism f ‘: S’-+S’ and likewise folZ-A is f -:S’+S’. Both f + and f - preserve 
orientation. Therefore they are isotopic as diffeomorphisms S’+S’. Suspend the isotopy to 
give a diffeomorphism jY A + A. 
Step 7. There is a C 3-c diffeomorphism H: cl(U) + cl( U) such that; 
(i) H ( dU is the identity; 
(ii) HI U has no periodic points; 
(iii) The outer boundary d + U is a repeller; 
(iv) The inner boundary a-U is an attractor; 
(v) There is an orbit asymptotic to both d + U and 2 - U; 
(vi) There is an orbit bounded away from dU. 
Proof From Step 6 we have an annular neighborhood N of Q and an embedding 
G:N-r U with 
G*“(N*)cN* for nzn,. 
Let H, = G”“. H, carries d+N strictly inside N and S-N strictly outside N. 
Since nG*“(N*)=Q, there exist x,EN+\S and y,Eint(Si) with H,(x,)Eint(S,+) and 
HI(Y - \S. 
Let 5 be a C” smooth diffeomorphism which is the identity outside S, and sends Hl(xo) 
to Yo. 
Define H, = 5 0 H,: N+U. It is a C3-’ embedding, preserving orientation of each 
boundary component. In two iterations it sends x,cN+\S to N-\S. 
Lemma 5.1 I may be used to extend H, to a diffeomorphism H, of U fixing both boundary 
components. Let V, be the annulus bounded by d+ U and a+N. Note that H, maps d+ U onto 
itselfand d+N inside N. Thus H, may be easily perturbed to H, so that d+U is a repeller and 
if x, H4(x)e V1 then d(H,(x), PN) < d(x, d+N). (We put no restrictions on H4 if XE Vi, 
H4(x)& VI). Similarly perturb H, to H, in the annulus V2 bounded by d-N and a-U so that 
d-U is a repeller of H; ‘. If x, HUE V, then d(H;‘(x), a-N)<d(x, 8-N). Let H=Hs. 
It is immediate that H (au is the identity. 
We verify (iiHvi); 
(ii) Assume xE U + \Q. If xES,+ then H”(x)ESF+“a until it possibly lies in the support of 5. 
Then H”+‘(x)might bein U-.Ifso,it staysin U-.SoH”(x)#~foralln~l.IfH”+~(x)is 
not in U- then it stays in S+, never returning to S,+. Suppose XE U + \S. There are two 
possibilities. If xeN \S then H = G and d( H(x), T’) < d(x, r). N is mapped into itself, so 
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this inequality continues unless H”(x) ever enters S+. Hence x is not periodic. Otherwise, 
XEU+\N. If H(x)cU+\N then d(H(x), a+N) < d(x, d+N). This inequality continues 
until H”(x)E N. Then the orbit never comes back into U + \ N. Hence x is not a periodic 
point. If x E U - repeat the argument using H - I. 
(iii) and (iv) This is built into the definition of H. 
(v) Consider x0. Observe that H-‘(x,)eU+ \S implies H-“(x,) is asymptotic to d+U. 
Also H”( y,,) E U - \ S implies H”( y,,) is asymptotic to 2 - CJ. Finally note that H (x,, ) = yO. 
(vi) r is an invariant set for F and thus for H. Every orbit in r is bounded away from dU. 
This completes step 7. 
Step 8. There is a C3-E vector field on S3 which has no zeros and no closed integral curves. 
Proof. Since Steps l-7 were all Z-equivariant we may project H to a diffeomorphism of 
the annulus A and then to the two-sphere. This final C3-” diffeomorphism of S2 has the 
north pole as a repeller, the south pole an attractor, one orbit asymptotic to both poles and 
one orbit is bounded away from the poles. It has no periodic points. 
Step 8 follows from Theorem A. 
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